
Series LogoVolume 00, Number 00, Xxxx 19xxSUPERCONVERGENCE OF MIXED FINITE ELEMENTAPPROXIMATIONS OVER QUADRILATERALSRICHARD E. EWING, MICHAEL M. LIU, AND JUNPING WANGAbstract. A superconvergence is established in this article for approximate solutions ofsecond order elliptic equations by mixed �nite element methods over quadrilaterals. Thesuperconvergence indicates an accuracy of O(hk+2) for the mixed �nite element approx-imation if the Raviart-Thomas or Brezzi-Douglas-Fortin-Marini elements of order k areemployed with optimal error estimate of O(hk+1). Numerical experiments are presentedto illustrate the theoretical result.1. IntroductionWe are concerned with approximate solutions for the following system of linear equations:u = �Arp; r � u+ cp = f; in 
(1.1)subject to the Neumann boundary condition:u � � = g; on �:(1.2)Here r is the gradient operator; 
 � R2 is an open bounded domain with boundary �; �indicates the outward unit normal vector along �; A = (aij)2�2 is a symmetric and positivede�nite matrix uniformly in 
. Mixed �nite element methods [6] shall be employed todiscretize the system (1.1).Our attention is focused on �nite element partitions of 
 into convex quadrilaterals.In [18], a quadrilateral mixed element has been introduced and analyzed for second orderelliptic problems. The quadrilateral elements were constructed by using local mappingtechniques for any stable rectangular space such as the Raviart-Thomas [15], BDFM [4],and DW [10] spaces. Details can be found in [18] or Section 2.The objective of this article is to investigate superconvergence phenomena for the ap-proximate solution of (1.1). Such a study is important in applications to mathematicalmodeling of uid ow in porous media since the modeling process requires the determina-tion of a very accurate velocity. If there are places (points or lines) where the approximatesolution is more closer to the exact solution than what was predicted by the optimal globalerror estimate, it would be advantageous to make use of those points or lines in the modelingprocess.Various superconvergence results [9, 12, 11, 17] have been established for the mixed �niteelement approximations of (1.1) on regular rectangular elements. This article shows that1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 65N30.Key words and phrases. Superconvergence, mixed �nite element method.c0000 American Mathematical Society0000-0000/00 $1.00 + $.25 per page1



2 RICHARD E. EWING, MICHAEL M. LIU, AND JUNPING WANGsimilar superconvergence holds true when quadrilateral elements [18] are employed in the�nite element method.The paper is organized as follows. In x2, we review the construction of mixed elementsover quadrilaterals. In x3, we present a general framework for convergence/superconvergenceestimate. In x4, we state the main result of this paper. In x5, we show all the details in thesuperconvergence analysis. Finally, we present some numerical results in x6.2. Mixed methods over quadrilateralsSimilar to the Galerkin method, the mixed method over quadrilaterals is de�ned by usingmapping techniques to the reference element be = [�1; 1]� [�1; 1]. In the following we sketchthe procedure presented in [18] for the Raviart-Thomas element of order k (k � 0).2.1. Local elements. Let e be any quadrilateral depicted as in Figure 1, where pi standsfor the coordinates of the corresponding vertex. The a�ne map which takes be onto e isgiven by bFe : � bxby � �! S � bxby �+ r(bx+ 1)(by + 1) + 12(p2 + p4);where r = 14 (p1 � p2 + p3 � p4) and S = (sij)2�2 is a matrix with 12(p2 � p1) being the �rstcolumn and 12(p4 � p1) the second column.
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Figure 1. Quadrilateral e and the reference element ê.Let G be the Jacobi matrix (derivative) of bFe and M = jdet(G)j�1G. The elementarycalculus shows that G = S + � r1(by + 1) r1(bx+ 1)r2(by + 1) r2(bx+ 1) � :(2.1)Let bVk(be) �cWk(be) be the standard Raviart-Thomas rectangular space on the referenceelement ê of order k. Recall thatbVk(be) = Qk+1;k(be)�Qk;k+1(be)cWk(be) = Qk;k(be);where Qm;n(be) indicates the space of polynomials of degree no more than m and n in xand y, respectively. On arbitrary convex quadrilateral e, the local Raviart-Thomas space is



SUPERCONVERGENCE FOR MIXED FINITE ELEMENTS 3de�ned by Vk(e) = fq =M ~q � bF�1e : ~q 2 bVk(be)gWk(e) = fw = bw � bF�1e : bw 2 cWk(be)g:(2.2)We point out that Vk(e) � [C1(e)]2 andWk(e) � C1(e) are no longer spaces of polynomialson e unless e is a parallelogram.2.2. Mixed �nite element spaces. Let Th be a �nite element partition of 
 into trianglesand quadrilaterals. On each triangular element K 2 Th, the local Raviart-Thomas spacefor the velocity u and pressure p are de�ned in the ordinary way. More precisely, if Pk(e)denotes the set of polynomials of total degree no more than k, then the pressure spaceWk(e) is de�ned by Wk(e) = Pk(e) and the velocity space is given byVk(e) = fPk(e)� Pk(e) + xPk(e)g:On quadrilateral e, Vk(e) and Wk(e) are constructed as in (2.2) by using local mappings.The global �nite element space over Th is de�ned in the standard way as follows:Vh = fv 2 H(div; 
); vje 2 Vk(e); 8e 2 Thg;Wh = fw 2 L2(
); wje 2Wk(e); 8e 2 Thg;(2.3)where Vh is the velocity space and Wh is that for the pressure.2.3. Discretization. De�ne the normal trace operator:tr(v) = v � �j�; v 2 Vh:Let �h = tr(Vh) be the image of Vh and V0h = tr�1(0) the null space of tr. Let gh 2 �hbe an approximation of the Neumann boundary value g. Usually, gh is chosen as the L2projection of g on �h.The mixed method for (1.1) seeks uh 2 Vh and ph 2Wh satisfyinga(uh;v)� (r � v; ph) = 0; 8vh 2 V0h;(r � uh; w) + (cph; w) = (f;w); 8w 2Wh;(2.4)and the following boundary condition:uh � � = gh; on �:(2.5)Here a(�; �) is a bilinear form de�ned bya(u;v) = Z
A�1u � vd
and (�; �) denotes the standard L2-inner product. The following error equation holds true:a(u� uh;v)� (r � v; p� ph) = 0; 8vh 2 V0h;(r � (u� uh); w) + (c(p� ph); w) = 0; 8w 2Wh:(2.6)



4 RICHARD E. EWING, MICHAEL M. LIU, AND JUNPING WANG3. A general framework for superconvergenceThere are two major steps in the general superconvergence analysis. First, one comparesthe �nite element approximation with an appropriately-chosen interpolation of the exactsolution in the �nite element space. This di�erence is often far smaller than the globaloptimal error estimate. Second, one investigates the relation between the exact solutionand its interpolation. The objective here is to �nd special points where the interpolantsuper-approximates the exact solution. The interpolant is usually locally-de�ned so thatthe second step is easy to be carried out.For the mixed method, the interpolant for the pressure unknown is given locally as follows.Let bQk be the standard L2 projection onto the reference pressure space cWk(be). Then, theprojection Qhw for any w 2 L2(
) is de�ned byQhw = bQk bw � bF�1e ; on e:The interpolant for the velocity unknown u, denoted by �u, is locally de�ned to satisfyZer � (u� �u)wde = 0; 8w 2Wk(e):(3.1)On the Neumann boundary, one should havetr(�u) = gh:(3.2)Details on the construction of the operator � for various �nite element spaces can be foundfrom [6] and [18] on quadrilateral elements.Theorem 3.1. Let (uh; ph) be the solution of the �nite element approximate problem (2.4)and (2.5). Let � = uh � �u; � = ph �Qhpbe the error between the �nite element approximation and the projections. Then, there existsa constant C such thatk�kH(div) + k�k0 � C  supv2V0h ja(u� �u;v)jkvkH(div) + supw2Wh (c(p�Qhp); w)kwk0 ! :(3.3)Proof. The proof is basically an application of the known inf-sup condition. In fact, wehave from the error equation (2.6) thata(�;v) � (r � v; �) = a(u� �u;v) � (r � v; p�Qhp); 8v 2 V0h;(3.4)and (r � �; w) + (c�; w) = (r � (u� �u); w) + (c(p�Qhp); w); 8w 2Wh:(3.5)Observe that the projections �u and Qhp satisfy(r � (u� �u); w) = 0; 8w 2Wh;(r � v; p�Qhp) = 0; 8v 2 V0h:It follows from (3.4) and (3.5) thata(�;v) � (r � v; �) = a(u� �u;v); 8v 2 V0h(r � �; w) + (c�; w) = (c(p�Qhp); w); 8w 2Wh;(3.6)which implies (3.3) by using the standard stability argument [6].



SUPERCONVERGENCE FOR MIXED FINITE ELEMENTS 54. Main resultsA quadrilateral partition Th is said to be uniform if all the elements of Th are paral-lelograms of same shape and size. Th is said to be h2-uniform if there exists an absoluteconstant C such that (a) each element e 2 Th is an h2-parallelogram in the sense thatkp1 � p2 + p3 � p4k � Ch2, and (b) any two adjacent quadrilaterals (see Figure 2) form anh2-parallelogram in the sense that kp4 + p01 � 2p3k � Ch2.
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Figure 2. Two adjacent quadrilaterals in Th.Let D be any open bounded domain in R2. For any non-zero integer m � 0, denote byHm(D) the standard Sobolev space equipped with the following norm:k�km;D = 0@ Xj�j�mZD j@��j2dD1A1=2 ;where � = (�1; �2) 2 Z+ � Z+, j�j = �1 + �2, and @� = @�1x @�2y . For any integer n � 0,there is also a semi-norm j�jn;D de�ned byj�jn;D = 0@Xj�j=nZD j@��j2dD1A1=2 :In the case D = 
, we shall simplify the notation by k � km � k � km;D.Theorem 4.1. Assume that the �nite element partition Th is h2-uniform and (uh; ph) isthe approximate solution of (1.1) by using quadrilateral elements of Raviart-Thomas orBDFM of order k. If the exact solution u and p satis�esu 2 hHk+2(
)i2 ; p 2 Hk+1(
);then kuh � �ukH(div) + kQhp� phk0 � Chk+2 (kukk+2 + kpkk+1) :(4.1)Proof. From Theorem 3.1, we see that it is su�cient to estimate the two terms on theright-hand side of (3.3). The second term can be handled by splitting the integralj(c(p�Qhp); w)j = ������Xe2Th Ze c(p�Qhp)wdxdy������ :(4.2)



6 RICHARD E. EWING, MICHAEL M. LIU, AND JUNPING WANGAnd on each element e, we haveZe c(p�Qhp)wdxdy = Ze c(p�Qhp)wĴ(x; y)Ĵ�1(x; y)dxdy;where Ĵ(x; y) = ���@(x̂;ŷ)@(x;y) ��� is the absolute value of the Jacobian determinant for the mappingbF�1e . Observe that Ze Ĵ(x; y)(p�Qhp)w = 0; 8w 2Wh:Thus, for any real number �Ze c(p�Qhp)wdxdy = Ze(cĴ�1(x; y)� �)(p�Qhp)wĴ(x; y)dxdy:In particular, if � is the average of cĴ�1(x; y) on the element e, then there exists a constantC such that����Ze c(p�Qhp)wdxdy���� � ChkcĴ�1(x; y)k1;1 Ze j(q �Qhp)wjĴ(x; y)dxdy:The above inequality can be further estimated as follows:����Ze c(p�Qhp)wdxdy���� � Chk+2kck1;1kqkk+1;ekwk0;e:Substituting the above into (4.2) yieldsj(c(p�Qhp); w)j � Chk+2kck1;1kpkk+1kwk0:(4.3)This completes the treatment of the second term on the right-hand side of (3.3). Theestimate for the �rst term on the right-hand side of (3.3) is a bitter more complicated, andwill be presented in the next section.5. Some technical estimatesThe objective of this section is to provide an estimate for a(u � �u;v) useful in thesuperconvergence analysis. The estimate will be derived for the Raviat-Thomas element oforder k � 0. The same argument can be carried over to the BDFM elements with a minormodi�cation in the analysis.
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Figure 3. The reference element ê.



SUPERCONVERGENCE FOR MIXED FINITE ELEMENTS 7Let ~u be a vector-valued function on the reference element ê. Recall that the interpolation�̂~u over ê is de�ned by the following linear system:Z^̀i(~u� �̂~u) � �̂i�ds = 0; 8� 2 Pk(^̀i); i = 1; 2; 3; 4;Zê(~u� �̂~u) � v = 0; 8v 2 Qk�1;k �Qk;k�1:(5.1)If e 2 Th is an arbitrary quadrilateral element and u is a vector-valued function de�ned one, then the interpolation �u on e is de�ned by�u =M(�̂(M�1û));(5.2)where û = u � F̂e and F̂e is the a�ne map from ê to e as de�ned in Section 2. Details onthe property of the projection operator � can be found from [18].Theorem 5.1. If the �nite element partition Th is h2-uniform and �u is the interpolationof u de�ned as in (5.2), then there exists a constant C such thatja(u� �u;v)j � Chk+2 (kukk+2kvk0 + kukk+1kr � vk0) ; v 2 V0h:(5.3)Consequently, the �rst term on the right-hand side of (3.3) is bounded by Chk+2kukk+2 andthe superconvergence estimate (4.1) holds true.The proof of Theorem 5.1 involves a lot of tedious computation and cancellations amongquadrilaterals. Interested readers are encouraged to follow the details below.First we split the integral as follows:a(u� �u;v) = Xe2Th ZeA�1(u� �u) � vde:(5.4)There are two key steps in the derivation of (5.3). In the �rst step, we shall investigatesome integrals over the reference element ê which are related to the bilinear form a(�; �). Acareful expansion for the integrals will be established. In the second step, we make use ofthe results established in the �rst step by transforming the element integrals in (5.4) intointegrals over the reference element.The following two lemmas will accomplish the goal set in the �rst step.Lemma 5.1. Let ~u be a smooth vector-valued function de�ned on the reference element êand ~v be any vector-valued polynomial in bVk(ê). Then, there exists a constant C such thatj(~u� �̂~u; ~v)êj � Cj~ujk+2;êk~vk0;ê:(5.5)Proof. First we observe that if E(t) = t2 � 1, then for any positive integer mm!(2(m+ 1))!@m+2t Em+1(t)� tm 2 Pm�2(t)(5.6)is a polynomial of order no more than m� 2. Note that(~u� �̂~u; ~v)ê = (~u1 � �̂1~u1; ~v1)ê + (~u2 � �̂2~u2; ~v2)ê:We shall present an analysis for the �rst term (~u1� �̂1~u1; ~v1)ê only; the second term can beanalyzed similarly.



8 RICHARD E. EWING, MICHAEL M. LIU, AND JUNPING WANGFrom the Taylor expansion and the fact ~v1 2 Qk+1;k we see that~v1 � 1k!xk@k̂x~v1(0; ŷ)� 1(k + 1)!xk+1@k+1x̂ ~v1(0; ŷ) 2 Qk�1;k:(5.7)This together with (5.6) implies~v1 � 1(2(k + 1))!@k+2x̂ Ek+1(x̂)@k̂x~v1(0; ŷ)� 1(2(k + 2))!@k+3x̂ Ek+2(x̂)@k+1x̂ ~v1(0; ŷ) 2 Qk�1;k:Therefore, the de�nition of �̂~u leads to the following(~u1 � �̂1~u1; ~v1)ê = 1(2(k + 1))! Zê(~u1 � �̂1~u1)@k+2x̂ Ek+1(x̂)@k̂x~v1(0; ŷ)+ 1(2(k + 2))! Zê(~u1 � �̂1~u1)@k+3x̂ Ek+2(x̂)@k+1x̂ ~v1(0; ŷ)= 1(2(k + 1))!I1 + 1(2(k + 2))! I2:(5.8)where Ij are de�ned accordingly.On the edges ^̀2 and ^̀4, @k̂x~v1(0; ŷ) 2 Pk(ŷ) and @iEm(x̂) = 0 for all i < m. Thus, wehave from the integration by parts and the �rst equation of (5.1) thatI1 =(�1)k+2 ZêEk+1(x̂)@k+2x̂ ~u1@k̂x~v1(0; ŷ)+ (Z^̀2 �Z^̀4)(~u1 � �̂1~u1)@k+1x̂ Ek+1(x̂)@k̂x~v1(0; ŷ)=(�1)k+2 ZêEk+1(x̂)@k+2x̂ ~u1@k̂x~v1(0; ŷ)�Cj~u1jk+2;êj~v1(0; ŷ)jk;ê � Cj~u1jk+2;êk~v1k0;ê;(5.9)
where we have used the standard inverse inequality for �nite element functions in the lastline. The same argument can be applied to the term I2, yieldingI2 = (�1)k+2 Zê @x̂Ek+2(x̂)@k+2x̂ ~u1@k+1x̂ ~v1(0; ŷ) � Cj~u1jk+2;êk~v1k0;ê:(5.10)Substituting (5.9) and (5.10) into (5.8) yields the estimate (5.5).Lemma 5.2. Let ~u be a smooth vector-valued function de�ned on the reference element êand ~v be any vector-valued polynomial in bVk(ê). Then,(~u1 � �̂1~u1; v2)ê = R+ (Z^̀4 �Z^̀2)@k+1ŷ ~u1Ek+1(ŷ)@k̂y ~v1dŷ;(5.11)where R = R(~u1; ~v) is a quantity with the following estimate:jRj � C �j~u1jk+2;êk~vk0;ê + j~u1jk+1;êkr̂ � ~vk0;ê� :(5.12)Proof. Since ~v2 2 Qk;k+1, then ~v2 � 1(k+1)!yk+1@k+1ŷ ~v2(x̂; ŷ) 2 Qk+1;k: It follows from (5.6)that ~v02 = ~v2 � 1(2(k + 1))!@k+1ŷ (Ek+1(ŷ))@k+1ŷ ~v2(x̂; ŷ) 2 Qk+1;k:



SUPERCONVERGENCE FOR MIXED FINITE ELEMENTS 9Thus, Lemma 5.1 can be applied to yieldj(~u1 � �̂1~u1; ~v02)êj � Cj~u1jk+2;êk~v02k0;ê � Cj~u1jk+2;êk~v2k0;ê:(5.13)Since (~u1 � �̂1~u1; ~v2)ê = (~u1 � �̂1~u1; ~v02)ê + (~u1 � �̂1~u1; ~v2 � ~v02)êand (2k + 2)! (~u1 � �̂1~u1; ~v2 � ~v02)ê = (~u1 � �̂1~u1; @k+1ŷ (Ek+1(ŷ))@k+1ŷ ~v2(x̂; ŷ))ê= Zê @k+1ŷ ~u1Ek+1(ŷ)@k̂y (div~v)� Zê @k+1ŷ ~u1Ek+1(ŷ)@k̂y (@x̂~v1)= Zê @k+1ŷ ~u1Ek+1(ŷ)@k̂y (div~v) + Zê @x̂@k+1ŷ ~u1Ek+1(ŷ)@k~v1+ (Z^̀4 �Z^̀2)@k+1ŷ ~u1Ek+1(ŷ)@k̂y ~v1dŷ;by lettingR = (~u1� �̂1~u1; ~v02)ê+ 1(2k + 2)! �Zê @k+1ŷ ~u1Ek+1(ŷ)@k̂y (div~v) + Zê @x̂@k+1ŷ ~u1Ek+1(ŷ)@k~v1� ;we obtain (5.11). The estimate (5.12) is straightforward from (5.13) and the inverse in-equality.The second step needs the following results:Lemma 5.3. Let Th be an h2-uniform partition of 
. There exists a constant C such thatfor any e 2 Th, j@̂�F̂ej �(Chj�j; � = (1; 0); (0; 1); or (1; 1);0; j�j � 2:j@̂�M�1j �(Chj�j+1; j�j � 10; j�j � 2:(5.14)A proof for Lemma 5.3 can be given by using the construction of the a�ne map bFe andthe matrix M�1 = jdet(G)j�1G in Section 2.Lemma 5.4. Let e be an h2-parallelogram and u be a smooth vector-valued function de�nedon e. Let F̂e be the a�ne map from the reference element to e andû = u � F̂e; ~u =M�1û;where M is de�ned as in Section 2. Then, there exists a constant C such that for anyinteger m � 0, j~ujm;ê � Chmkukm;e;(5.15) jr̂�~uj0;ê � Chkr � uk0;e:(5.16)



10 RICHARD E. EWING, MICHAEL M. LIU, AND JUNPING WANGProof. Since ~u =M�1û, then from the product rule we have@̂�~u =X��� @̂���û @̂�M�1 = Xj�j�1 @̂���û @̂�M�1:Using the estimate on M�1 in Lemma 5.3, we obtainj~ujm;p;ê � C(hjûjm;ê + h2jûjm�1;ê)(5.17)Since û = u � F̂e, then by a change of variable we getjûjj;ê � Chj�1kukj;e; j � 0;where we have used the �rst inequality of (5.14). This, together with (5.17), veri�es theinequality in (5.15). The estimate in (5.16) is a by-product of the identitybr � ~u = jdet(G)jr � u;which was derived in [18].The rest of this section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 5.1. From (5.4), it su�cesto estimate the integral on each element. To this end, let bFe be the a�ne map from thereference element ê to e as described in Section 2. For convenience, we order the verticesp̂i in a counterclockwise direction and pi = bFe(p̂i). It follows from substitution of variablesthat ZeA�1(u� �u) � vde = Zê bA�1(û� c�u) � bv det(Ge)dê;(5.18)where q̂ = q � bFe for any (scalar, vector, or matrix valued) function q = q(x; y) on e. Let~u =M�1û; ~v =M�1v̂:Then, û =M ~u; v̂ =M ~v; and from (5.2)c�u =M(�̂~u):With Be =M t bA�1M det(Ge), we see thatZeA�1(u� �u) � vde = ZêBe(~u� �̂~u) � ~vdê:(5.19)Let �Be be the average of Be on the reference element ê. Since the quadrilateral e is anh2-parallelogram, then jBe � �Bej � Chfor some constant C. It follows thatZêBe(~u� �̂~u) � ~vdê = Zê(Be � �Be)(~u� �̂~u) � ~vdê+ Zê �Be(~u� �̂~u) � ~vdê:(5.20)Since the �rst term on the right-hand side of the above equality is bounded byChk~u� �̂~uk0;ê k~vk0;ê;which is further bounded byChj~ujk+1;êk~vk0;ê � Chk+2kukk+1;ekvk0;e;



SUPERCONVERGENCE FOR MIXED FINITE ELEMENTS 11by summing (5.20) over all the elements e we obtainja(u� �u;v)j � Chk+2kukk+1kvk0 + �����Xe Zê �Be(~u� �̂~u) � ~vdê����� :(5.21)Therefore, it su�ces to estimate the sum Pe Rê �Be(~u� �̂~u) � ~vdê.Let �Be = (�aeij)2�2. Then,Zê �Be(~u� �̂~u) � ~vdê = 2Xi;j=1 �aeij(~ui � �̂i~ui; ~vj)ê:Now is the time to use the results in Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. First, we see from Lemma 5.1that j(~u1 � �̂1~u1; ~v1)êj+ j(~u2 � �̂2~u2; ~v2)êj � Cj~ujk+2;êk~vk0;ê;which gives the expected superconvergence estimate. It remains to deal with the cross terms(~u1 � �̂1~u1; ~v2)ê and (~u2 � �̂2~u2; ~v1)ê. From Lemma 5.2, those cross terms have expansionas illustrated in (5.11) featuring area and line integrals. The area integrals are bounded byC �j~ujk+2;êk~vk0 + j~ujk+1;êkr̂ � ~vk0� ;which gives rise to the required superconvergence by using Lemma 5.4. The line integrals,in general, prevent us from having a superconvergence unless the �nite element partition ish2-uniform. In fact, if the partition is h2-uniform, then there will be a good cancellationamong those line integrals.To see how cancellation works, we use the fact that the derivatives in the line integralare taken in the direction of the line. Thus, the sum of all the line integrals actually lookslike the following: Xe2ThXi6=j �aeij 4Xk=1 Z^̀ek �E(�̂)@k+1�̂ ~u � �̂k @k̂� ~v � �̂kds;(5.22)where �E(�̂) is a polynomial de�ned on the interval [�1; 1]. Recall that on each edge ^̀ek wehave ~v � �̂k =M ~v �M�T �̂k = (j`ekjv � �) � F̂e;where `ek = F̂e(^̀k) with length j`ekj. Thus, (5.22) can be rewritten asXe2ThXi6=j �aeij 4Xk=1 j`ekj2k+2 Z`ek �E(�)@k+1� (u � �k) @k� (v � �k)ds:(5.23)If `ek happens to be on the boundary of 
, then the trial function v has vanishing normalcomponent and the corresponding line integrals disappear. If `ek is an interior edge, thenthere must be a neighboring element, say e0, of e which shares `ek as an edge. Since thenormal vectors on `ek have opposite direction as seen from e and e0. It follows that the sumof the line integrals is bounded byCXi6=j X`2�h Z` j�aeij � �ae0ij j j`j2k+2 j@k+1� (u � �)j j@k� (v � �)j d`;(5.24)



12 RICHARD E. EWING, MICHAEL M. LIU, AND JUNPING WANGwhere �h is the collection of interior edges. If the �nite element partition is h2-uniform,then it is not hard to see that j�aeij � �ae0ij j � Ch:Thus, (5.24) is bounded byCh2k+3 X`2�h ju � �jk+1;` jv � �jk;` � Chk+3 X`2�h ju � �jk+1;` kv � �k0;`;where we have used the inverse inequality to estimate jv � �jk;`. Finally, we use the well-known estimates: kv � �k0;` � Ch� 12 kvk0;eku � �kk+1;` � Ch� 12 kukk+2;eto bound the sum of line integrals byChk+2 Xe2Th kukk+2;e kvk0;e;which gives the required superconvergence estimate.6. Numerical resultsThe objective of this section is to con�rm the superconvergence result through numericalexperiments. The Raviart-Thomas element of lowest order is employed in the computationon various domains. All the examples tested have exact solution p = sin(x) sin(y) withc = 1, and the velocity can be computed by using the �rst equation of (1.1).The error between the approximate solution (uh; ph) and the projection (�u; Qhp) ismeasured in L2 and L1 norms. Note that the theory predicts the following error estimates:kph �Qhpk0 � Ch�1 ; kuh � �uk0 � Ch�2with �1 = 2 in all examples tested below. The index �2 is mesh and problem dependent.The least-square method will be employed to provide an estimate on the index �i.Example 6.1. The domain 
 = (0; 1)� (0; 1) and the coe�cient matrix A is chosen as theidentity matrix. The Dirichlet boundary condition is considered in the computation, and theresult is illustrated in Table 1.Table 1. Numerical results for Example 6.1# levels J k�u� uhk0 k�u� uhk1 kph �Qhpk0 kph �Qhpk12 1.8956E-3 2.3702E-3 3.3685E-3 7.5147E-33 4.7729E-4 6.0831E-4 8.5246E-4 2.1003E-34 1.1951E-4 1.5315E-4 2.1378E-4 5.5154E-45 3.2523E-5 4.4603E-5 5.2805E-5 1.4106E-4� 1.96 1.92 2.0 1.91The �nite element partition Th is obtained by a sequence of uniform re�nements on thecoarsest level. For example, the partition Th corresponding to J = 1 is given by breaking 
into four smaller rectangles by connecting the midpoints of each pair of opposite edges of
. It is clear that the mesh size for Th is h = 2�J .



SUPERCONVERGENCE FOR MIXED FINITE ELEMENTS 13The last row in Table 1 gives estimates for the index �i. Note that the result developed in[9, 12, 17] claims �2 = 2 for this example. This theory is clearly con�rmed by the numericalresults in Table 1.Example 6.2. Here we consider a quadrilateral domain depicted in Figure 4. The di�eren-tial equation and the boundary condition are the same as in Example 6.1. The computationalresults are presented in Table 2.
(0,0)

(0,1)

(1,0)

(1.5,1.7)

Figure 4. A quadrilateral domain 
.Table 2. Numerical results for Example 6.2# levels J k�u� uhk0 k�u� uhk1 kph �Qhpk0 kph �Qhpk12 5.8703E-3 8.4529E-3 1.1668E-2 3.1035E-23 1.6445E-3 4.8276E-3 2.9737E-3 8.8569E-34 4.4414E-4 2.5037E-3 7.4782E-4 2.3146E-35 1.1420E-4 1.2497E-3 1.8908E-4 5.8773E-4� 1.89 0.92 1.98 1.91Note that the superconvergence developed in this paper is not applicable for Dirichletboundary value problems because the trial function v does not vanish on the boundary �in the normal direction. But the argument presented in this paper can be used to yield thefollowing estimate: kuh � �uk0 � Chk+1:5:In particular, the theory gives a superconvergence with �2 = 1:5 when k = 0. The numericalestimate on �2 for this example is �2 = 1:89 which is clearly better than the theory. Nosuperconvergence is seen for the approximate velocity in the L1 norm.Example 6.3. The domain 
 is shown in Figure 5. The initial partition contains threequadrilaterals. The coe�cient matrix is given byA = � 1 + ey 0:50:5 1 + ex �Again, the Dirichlet boundary condition is used in this test.
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Figure 5. An L-shaped domain 
.Table 3. Numerical results for Example 6.3# levels J k�u� uhk0 k�u� uhk1 kph �Qhpk0 kph �Qhpk12 4.6614E-2 0.1588 1.0438E-2 2.4613E-23 1.2833E-2 5.9276E-2 2.6323E-3 6.6552E-34 3.3909E-3 2.6857E-2 6.5943E-4 1.7161E-35 8.8407E-4 1.2707E-2 1.6496E-4 4.3523E-4� 1.91 1.21 2.0 1.94Example 6.4. Here the coe�cient matrix is the identity A = I. The domain 
 is thedisc of radis 2. The Neumann boundary condition is used in the computation. The initialpartition of 
 comprises �ve quadrilaterals depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 6. An initial partition for a test domain 
.Table 4. Numerical results for Example 6.4# levels J k�u� uhk0 k�u� uhk1 kph �Qhpk0 kph �Qhpk12 2.6992E-2 4.4159E-2 9.2546E-3 2.1195E-23 6.9896E-2 1.4940E-2 2.4738E-3 6.7478E-34 1.7752E-3 4.1271E-3 6.3125E-4 1.9710E-35 4.4472E-4 1.1075E-3 1.6019E-4 5.4773E-4� 2.3 1.78 1.95 1.76
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